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Lebanon seeks to be a regional Napa Valley
Samar Kadi

Beirut

L 

ebanon might be known 
to the West as a country 
marred by wars and vio-
lence, not as one of the old-
est sites of wine produc-

tion in the world, dating to biblical 
times. Its burgeoning wine industry 
and award-winning wines exported 
to a wide Lebanese expatriate com-
munity in the Gulf, Europe and the 
United States are only starting to at-
tract the attention of international 
consumers.

Selling Lebanon as a wine-pro-
ducing country is the challenging 
task given Lebanese-British wine 
expert and journalist Michael Kar-
am, who was commissioned by the 
Union Vinicole du Liban (UVL) to 
raise awareness of Lebanese wines, 
particularly representing six la-
bels: Ixir, Chateau Kefraya, Chateau 
Ksara, Chateau St Thomas, Domaine 
des Tourelles and Domaine Wardy.

“Trying to get international con-
sumers to buy Lebanese wines en-
tails first of all selling the idea of 
Lebanon as a wine-producing coun-
try,” Karam said. “Once they un-
derstand that Lebanon makes wine 
then they will be more persuaded to 
buy Lebanese wine.

“You can’t sell a wine without 
selling the country. In any market-
ing campaign it is going to be wines 
of Lebanon not wine of Ksara, Ke-
fraya, St Thomas, etc…. If consum-
ers don’t know the country, they are 

not going to buy the wine.”
Backing up his marketing argu-

ment, Karam said: “You can stop 
anyone in the street in London, for 
instance, and mention Chile. I bet 
you that the first thing they would 
say is wine. They might not know 
any Chilean producers but they 
know that Chile produces wine. 
This is the big challenge but, once 
you achieve that, selling Lebanese 
wines will be much, much easier.”

Lebanon produces about 9 mil-
lion bottles of wine a year, a small 
amount compared with other Medi-
terranean countries such as Turkey 
at more than 70 million bottles an-

nually or Cyprus with 45 million 
bottles.

“It (production) is microscopic. 
Even by regional standard we are 
very small and we only export ap-
proximately half of that, the rest 
being consumed locally,” noted Kar-
am, the author of  Wines of Lebanon.

With the Middle East becoming 
overshadowed by raging conflicts 
and gaining notoriety for exporting 
Islamic jihadism, promoting wines 
from the region can cause surprise.

“In the West, people are surprised 
that Lebanon produces wine but 
when they think about it a bit more 
they see no reason why we should 

not, because we are a Mediterrane-
an country after all,” Karam argued.

“When they taste the wines they 
are always very pleasantly sur-
prised because these really match 
the taste profile of international 
consumers. We use many of the 
same grapes that you find in other 
wines. However, our wines tend to 
be a bit stronger because we are a 
hotter country.”

The challenge for Lebanese wine 
in the export market remains mak-
ing the transition from Lebanese 
restaurants abroad into internation-
al venues and retailers.

“We don’t want the people to only 
drink Lebanese wine with Lebanese 
food,” he said. “Ideally, we would 
want them to drink arak [a Levan-
tine alcoholic drink distilled from 
anise] with Lebanese food, while 
Lebanese wine would be drunk 
[with any food] like any other wine, 
be it from Chile or California.”

In addition to France and the 
United Kingdom — prime markets 
for Lebanese wines — bottles are 
finding their way to Germany, Swe-
den, Dubai and the United States. 
“We really have such small amounts 
that we can’t go everywhere. With 
four-and-a-half-million bottles 
to export, establishing Lebanese 
wines in five or six markets is just 
great.”

Another challenge for market-

ing Lebanon’s wine is its price. In a 
country such as Britain where the 
price tag for a bottle of wine starts 
at 4 pounds ($5.75), the cheapest 
Lebanese wine sells at 10 pounds 
($14.50).

“To convince the consumer to go 
into that 10-pound market segment 
is very difficult. To do this, Lebanon 
has to market itself as a boutique 
producer. In other words, if you 
want that wine, which we make 
in a really small amount, you have 
to pay a little bit more,” Karam ex-
plained.

Wine production is part of Leba-
non’s history. Many believe that 
Qana in South Lebanon is the set-
ting of Jesus’s first miracle, in which 
he is said to have turned water into 
wine. Before the time of Jesus, 
Phoenicians traded wine across the 
Mediterranean. When the region 
fell under Ottoman rule, winemak-
ing was forbidden, except in mon-
asteries.

The sector was revived to some 
extent with the French mandate 
over Lebanon in the early 20th cen-
tury, with the French’s demand for 
wine, but the sector decline again 
with the onset of civil war in 1975.

“It is very important that people 
understand that Lebanon was one 
of the first countries to make wine. 
It was definitely the first to export 
wine,” Karam said.

“It is no exaggeration to say that 
the Phoenicians gave wine to the 
world.”

Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly’s 
Travel and Society sections editor.

Wine production is 
part of Lebanon’s 
history.

Egypt loses currency battle to ‘dollar mafia’
Cairo

E 

gypt is losing the race for 
the dollars in its citizens’ 
hands to exchanges and 
ubiquitous foreign cur-
rency mafias, creating a 

situation that might soon drain all 
the greenbacks from government 
coffers, economists say.

This could mean the country 
would be unable to honour obliga-
tions to lenders and fail to secure 
food imports.

“A systematic war is being waged 
against the economy by a bunch of 
currency dealers who have created 
a parallel foreign exchange mar-
ket,” independent monetary poli-
cies expert Amr Hassanein said. 
“Things are getting out of control 
for the Central Bank.”

US dollars, the main import cur-
rency, are being sold, not at Egypt’s 
banks or foreign exchange offices 

but at supermarkets, coffee shops 
and public squares. The govern-
ment calls this a “conspiracy” 
aimed at bringing the Egyptian 
economy to its knees. However, 
economists refer to deteriorating 
business conditions, a weakening 
national currency and a failure of 
policy planners to set a realistic 
value of the dollar to the Egyptian 
pound at banks.

The black market rate for one US 
dollar, which has been rising since 
the beginning of 2015, is 10.50-
11.50 Egyptian pounds. The official 
exchange rate is 8.88 pounds to a 
dollar. The difference in the rates 
is why the black market is winning 
the battle for the dollars in ordi-
nary citizens’ pockets.

“Foreign currency mafias”, as 
the government calls them, collect 
millions of dollars from Egyptians 
on the streets, at coffee shops and 
at supermarkets, buying them at 
the highest rate and depriving the 
national economy of much-needed 
foreign currency.

Saleh Mohamed, a cigarette seller 
turned dollar dealer, has been mak-
ing huge profits since he turned to 
the dollar trade.

Mohamed, in his mid-40s, 
spends time on Alfy Street, a pe-
destrian-only road in the heart of 
Cairo, waiting for potential dollar 
sellers. Behind his zest for buying 
the US currency is pressure from 
importers who need the dollars to 
buy goods for the local market, in-
cluding cooking oil, clothes, medi-
cine and engineering equipment. 
Mohamed makes money selling the 
dollars he buys on the street.

“Importers cannot find the dol-
lars at the banks or exchanges,” 
Mohamed said. “Citizens who have 

dollars don’t want to sell them at 
the low bank rate either.”

He is one of hundreds of people 
who have turned to the lucrative 
foreign currency trade in recent 
months.

In a related development, dollar-
thirsty airlines have been telling 
passengers that they have to buy 
airline tickets using US dollars, not 
Egyptian pounds. The airlines are 
also appealing to the government 
to allow them to buy fuel at the lo-
cal market, using Egyptian pounds, 
not US dollars.

Some companies are closing 
down because they do not have 
enough dollars to secure imports. 
Pharmaceutical firms have stopped 
production of some medicines be-
cause they did not have enough 
dollars to buy raw materials on in-
ternational markets.

The worst is yet to come, econo-
mists warn.

Egypt’s foreign currency re-
serves have fallen to $16 billion, 
almost half of what they were be-

fore the 2011 uprising. The bulk of 
the reserves is not owned by Egypt 
but came in the form of Central 
Bank deposits from Gulf countries 
concerned about Egypt’s economic 
downfall.

“Setting a realistic value to the 
pound is one of the actions need-
ed,” said Sherine al-Shawarbi, an 
economics professor from Cairo 
University. “Our factories need to 
produce more for export, the tour-
ism sector must come back on track 
and Suez Canal revenues must re-
turn to their normal levels.”

Some countries have been warn-
ing against travel to Egypt since a 
Russian airliner was bombed over 
Sinai in November 2015. Suez Ca-
nal revenues have declined due to 
slower international trade.

This means, economists say, that 
Egypt has to keep depending on 
Arab aid. It also means that peo-
ple such as Mohamed, the dollar 
trader, will continue to make huge 
profits as the Egyptian economy 
sputters.

An Egyptian woman walks past an exchange bureau advertisement showing images of the US dollar, in Cairo.

“Setting a realistic 
value to the pound is 
one of the actions 
needed.”

Economics professor 
Sherine al-Shawarbi

A general view shows the cellar of Chateau Musar in Ghazir, 
Mount Lebanon in this 2006 file photo.
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